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Early Feb. 15: cascading power failures leads 
to mass power outages



All types of power plants experience outages, 
mainly natural gas



…because Texas relies heavily on natural gas



…and there were failures in the supply chain



Power failures caused a large disparity between 
demand forecasted and demand met



Outages spanned the state but focused in areas 
served by the deregulated power market
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The longest outages occurred in suburban 
and rural areas
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…but average outage time was longer in 
urban areas



Impacts to the power sector become impacts 
to the water sector



Power outages and freezes caused drinking 
water and wastewater problems



Water outages persisted for weeks for some



Water quality issues spanned the state but 
disparately impacted smaller systems



The Houston-Galveston Area is served by 
many small water systems that issued BWNs
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Half of all smaller systems that issued BWNs 
took longer than a week to recover



We need energy and water system resilience

• Weatherization for extreme 
weather
• Power, fuel, transmission & 

distribution
• Water and wastewater treatment & 

distribution
• Not just winter… hurricanes/high 

winds, too

• Crisis planning
• Better use of critical infrastructure 

form

• Transmission
• Spanning more of the state
• Connection to other grids



We need energy and water system resilience

• Backup power supply
• Batteries, generators, CHP

• Distributed solutions (islanding)
• Microgrids, solar+storage
• Distributed water treatment

• Even the outage burden
• Smart meters
• Smaller boundaries around critical 

infrastructure
• Direct solutions to small water 

systems



We need home resilience

• Weatherization + energy efficiency
• We already have programs/funding available, 

not using enough

• Helps even if an outage occurs

• Saves money year round

• Better water and energy communication
• Both directions: utility-to-resident, resident-

to-utility

• Understanding the risks
• Better understanding = better preparation
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